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Introduction
Hadron therapy is an efficiency technique  of cancer treatement due to the   particularity of 

charged hadrons , protons and carbon ions in particular to deliver a maximum dose depositon to 
the tumor region called bragg peak

 You can use carbon beams with different energies to cover the tumor by depositing the energy at 
various depth

Carbon beam therapy surrounding healty tissues  Unlike X-Rays which loose gradually their energy
as they travel through a medium

 Phantom materials

Describe a material structure which model physical interaction of humans tissues

 Water are  Widely used For clinical dosimetry due to the fact that human body are largely made 
of water

A variety of materials Play an important role to replace , maintain or restore biological functions
tissus of human body 

 The main task of this study is to show which material is equivalent as water phantom



Geant 4 Simulations : 

 Linear energy transfer of carbon ion beam with energy 4000 MeV, 4500 MeV , 5000 MeV , 5500 MeV 
respectively in water , plexiglas ( PMMA) , Polyethylene (PE) , Polystyrene ( PS) , Aluminium ( Al) 

Correlation beetween beam energy and range 

 Predict equivalent material to water 

this work :



this work : GEANT4 simulation of linear energy
transfer ( bragg peak )

 WATER

 As can be seen , the amount of 
linear energy transfer increased
with the depth, the maximum 
just beyond bragg peak near the 
end of ion range.

 Extract penetration ranges of 
carbon beam subsequently for 
various materials

 Peak position (Range) <=> 
Stopping power - Range -







Geant4 vs Srim simulated ranges for studied materials at different carbon energies as 
a function of energies

Geant4 Srim

 correlation between range and carbon ion energy. However,  we found that with the 
increases of the incident carbon energies there is an  increase in the range ,    A good 
agrement were shown between Geant4 simulation , the  expected results calculated by 
SRIM



although the range  depends on the  medium traversed

 on the charge and energy of the incident projectiles

 a prediction equation was derived by  a  fitting method,  The corresponding

fitting status is summarized in  table A



Materials Geant 4 coefficients of binominal-fitted equations

aE2+bE+c

Srim coefficients of binominal fiited equations

aE2+bE+c

PE a=  8.14935e-07  

b =  0.00180616 

c =-0.391338  

a= 8.62881e-07

b = 0.00184369

c = -0.399171

PMMA a=6.97737e-07 

b =0.00157513 

c = -0.340298

a=7.48309e-07 

b =0.00162483 

c = -0.349749

PS a=7.81227e-07

b=0.00174837

c = -0.377212

a= 8.15817e-07

b =0.00175359 

c = -0.37787

Water a=8.11662e-07 

b =0.00182259 

c = -0.386208

a=8.38613e-07 

b =0.00183638 

c = -0.396412

Aluminium a = 3.80326e-07 

b = 0.000915017 

c = -0.188155

a= 3.93489e-07

b =0.000900305 

c = =  -0.189226

fitted parametres of carbon ion ranges as a function of energies



The WER values for different carbon energies in the studied
materials calculated by Geant4 and Srim code 

WER is a parameter for materials exposed to beams of carbon to show material
dose characteristics to liquid water . Indeed,  WER is represented by the following
formula 

WER = d water/dmaterial

d is the range of the carbon in material where the distal part of the Bragg peak

falls to 80% of the maximum dose . 



the data of  WER calculate By Monte Carlo 
Geant4 and SRIM code are in good 

agreement with the analytical data 
reported in ref1. remaining small

differences between two code and  and
the analytical data by Zhang et al ref 1

may be due to the different on the density
and elemental compositions of studied

materials , the selected energy of carbon
beam in analytical,  and simulations of 
physical and mathematical models. So, 
Based on the materials evaluated, the 
Polyethylene remained the closest to 

water  .

ref1: R Zhang et al , Phys. Med. Biol. 55 (2010) 2481–2493




